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MarkHack 1.0: LiveBIc Clinches First Prize,
as Eko Innovation Centre and GDM Group call for Technological
Innovation to Disrupt Marketing Landscape

I

n what has proven to be game changing and a first-

at Eko Innovation Centre, while all ten (10) finalists will

“ Th e fo r m e r i nvo l ve s wo rki n g w i t h ove r 1 0 0

of-its-kind in the Nigerian media and marketing

have access to join the EIC accelerator program and

organisations and representatives from the various

GITEX Global pitch event in Dubai.

organisations to co-create together and disrupt that

Recall, that the best 10 teams with the most viable

which we anticipate. That co-creation gave birth to what

marketing and media Hackathon tagged ‘MarkHack 1.0’

concepts went head-to-head at the finale for the

we call MarkHack. We brought together experts in the

organized by the Eko Innovation Centre in collaboration

$20,000 prize pool and an acceleration programme with

industry across sectorial groups from clients, agencies,

with GDM Group.

up to $50K equity investment to get their products

professionals, technology experts, venture capitalists,
policymakers, regulators and we all came together to

space, winning innovations have emerged at the

grand finale of the maiden edition of Nigeria’s first

LiveBIc, which comprised Shadrach Akao and Ernest

ready for the market among other benefits.

Ogbanefe emerged the overall winners from a list of 10

Speaking on the initiative and what inspired it, Victor

come to create the MarkHack,” he said.

finalists involved in the pitch at the finals of the

Afolabi, Founder, of Eko Innovation Centre, and Curator

On his part, Hakeem Popoola Fahm, Commissioner of

hackathon. LiveBIc won the star prize of $10,000 for

MarkHack 1.0 said, MarkHack 1.0 is a gathering of

Science and Technology, Lagos State applauded the

developing a new platform for content creators to

innovators, entrepreneurs, Policymakers, and

organizers for the laudable initiative and stated that it is

market and deliver their content.

Marketing Professionals, to create solutions to real-life

a testament to the success of Governor, Babajide

Sprayme clinched the second position and $4,000 prize

Marketing challenges in an intense period of time.

Sanwo-Olu’s commitment to making Lagos a smart city

money for innovating a new way for social gifting and

Using creativity, technology, and mentoring, resulting

by digitalizing its operations and providing an enabling

content monetization; Reelbuzz emerged the third

in prototypes, fresh new concepts, and innovative

environment for technology innovations to be given

winner with $3,000 for creating an intuitive platform that

usages of tech for Marketing and Media.

birth to. He added that MarkHack 1.0 has shown that

helps brands connect and command higher brand

Marketers and media practitioners can digitalize

loyalty; Innovatoras took the fourth position as well as

He added that “Seeing how technology has disrupted

operations and the state government would continue to

$2,000 prize money for directing the leads for

global industries all over the world, we perceived that

support the ecosystem.

businesses and turning them to paying customers and

the marketing and media industry was ripe for

Similarly, the Special Adviser, Innovation and

Monify Cookies, fifth position with $1,000 for developing

disruption. However, they are two things, it is either we

Technology to the Governor of Lagos State, Tubosun

a browser tool that provides its users the ability to block

collaborate with stakeholders in the industry to create

Alake said the government has been supporting various

all unsolicited ads and earn money from allowed ads.

the disruption we anticipate or we allow disruption to

research works through Lagos State Science Research

The winners and runners-up will also get working space

happen to us, and we choose to do the former.”

and Innovation Council (LASRIC) across multiple

BRANDS & CONSUMERS CONVERGE HERE
www.brandessencenigeria.com
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growing number of international

industries including the marketing industry and it won’t

focus. They were also sub-grouped into 8 focus areas

rest on its oars in actualizing the smart city agenda of

w h i ch i n cl u d e c o n s u m e r e x p e r i e n c e, m e d i a

the present administration.

consumption, consumer recruitment & interaction,

Earlier in the programme, the President of the National

trade & retail engagement, analytics and metrics,

Institute of Marketing of Nigeria (NIMN), Idorenyen

events marketing, media monetization, and content

Enang while delivering his keynote address at the event

creation.

energy and entertainment, technology and sport.

urged marketers to continue to innovate, and know how

Each team pitched their ideas to a respected Jury of

A recent study conducted by the World Federation

to use their channels ef fectively. He had also

experts in the subject matter, and the best 10 teams

of Advertisers showed that three out of four

emphasized that marketing is not merely about

were picked by the Jurors before only five emerged

brands had cut their advertising investments after

brands are exiting the Russian market
in light of its invasion of Ukraine. The
list includes companies in the fashion

and beauty industries, banking and aviation,

integrated marketing communication, adding that

winners at the grand finale. Overall, the hackathon had

the war started. While some of them are just trying

innovators require to follow laid-down principles of

21 Mentors, 30 Selection Jurors, 8 Speakers, and 8 Final

to avoid reputational and financial risks, lots of

marketing.

Jurors who partook in the event and are the industry’s

companies are attempting to make a difference
with their actions.
Shortly after the troops crossed the Ukrainian
border, the Russian market began to fall down like
a house of cards. Apple, Danone, H&M, Mercedes,
L’oreal, and other industry giants pulled back on
operations. In addition, some of them invested in
philanthropic initiatives focused on refugee
support.
At one point, brands began to compete in the
amount of money they were donating to help the
people of Ukraine.
While thousands of brands suspended operations
in Russia and donated millions of dollars in support
of Ukraine, some of the international giants
weren't planning to leave, keeping their profit.
Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, and several other worldrenowned companies which refused to pull out of
the Russian market were dragged into the ensuing

Similarly, in a fireside chat, Franklin Ozekhome, CEO &

best with decades of experience in marketing, media,

Head of Growth, Identiture Africa; Seyi Tinubu,

technology, and business management, and others.

CEO/Chairman, Loatsad Promomedia; and Muyiwa

The winners were judged by professionals which

Aleshinloye, Head of Marketing, Wakanow called on

include Steve Babaeko, CEO/Chief Creative Officer,

marketers to take advantage of technology to grow

X3M Ideas & President, Association of Advertising

their brands as Metaverse, Artificial Intelligence, and

Agencies of Nigeria; Iquo Ukoh, Director, Board of

others are being deployed to ease business operations.

Directors, Letshego Microfinance Bank Ltd; Uwem

The organizers of the event, Eko Innovation Centre and

Uwemakpan, Cofounder of Ingressive Capital;

Ukraine. It means that for lots of brands, the

GDM Group revealed that over 500 individuals

Tolulope Tomori Adedeji, Marketing Director,

decision to cut all connections with Russia is

registered to participate in the hackathon from 72

Anheuser-Busch InBev; and Debola Williams, Group

beneficial and may positively af fect future

locations, 5 countries (which includes Nigeria,

CEO at Red Africa.

revenue.

California- USA, Kenya, Pakistan, and London), and 3

Others are Joseph Agunbiade, Cofounder, BudgIt;

continents (Africa, Europe, and North America).

Kayode Oladapo, Assistant Regional Manager for Zone

The participants were split into teams of 5 and were

AOA (Africa, Oceania, and Asia), Nestle; and Jide Sipe,

required to work together for 3 weeks, brainstorm, and

Head, Marketing and Corporate Communication,

come up with new concepts based on their areas of

Ecobank Nigeria.

scandal.
Brands leaving the Russian market and donating
funds in support of Ukrainian refugees is not only a
matter of honour, but also a possibility to protect
the brand's reputation. 51% of UK consumers
would prefer to buy from a company that supports

Melvin O. Udosen
BrandEvangelist

Turningpassionatecustomersintoyourbrandevangelists

melvin@brandessencenigeria.com
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GHEN GHEN RELOADED: MultiChoice Nigeria Announces
Price Drop On DStv, GOtv Decoders And Subscriptions

M

u l t i C h o i c e, A f r i c a ’s l e a d i n g v i d e o

on GOtv Max when they get on the offer train. Some of

entertainment provider, has announced a

the channels available on GOtv Max include BET,

price drop on its DStv and GOtv decoders

ROK, Africa Magic Family, M-Net Movies 4,

in Nigeria starting Thursday, May 26, 2022 for a

SuperSport La Liga, Starlife, Cartoon Network and a

limited time only.

host of others.

The price drop will see the DStv decoder, dish kit with

In a statement, the Chief Executive Of ficer,

one-month Compact subscription drop from 18,600

MultiChoice Nigeria, John Ugbe, explained that “the

to 12,000, while the GOtv decoder, GOtenna with

price drop is part of MultiChoice’s long line of efforts,

one-month Max subscription will go from 9,500 to

to lessen the economic impact of today’s business

6,900. Both are on the newly introduced Ghen Ghen

realities on customers. It is also a reflection of our
commitment to making quality entertainment more

Reloaded offer.
DStv Ghen Ghen Reloaded is specially designed for

accessible to Nigerians.”

the Nigerian family. With over 135 channels, DStv

“With this discount, we are proactively lowering the

Compact of fers the best of family time with

entry requirements for new customers to get a GOtv

international entertainment, kids, news and sports

or DStv decoder. This ensures they stay connected to

boasting of a range of channels including

credible information and other quality programming,

SuperSport Premier League, Africa Magic Urban,

which can be comforting and entertaining for many

Honey, WWE, Universal, KIX amongst others.

families, especially with the 2021/2022 Football

For GOtv customers, they get to enjoy a broad

Finals currently airing”, and BBNaija ‘Shine Ya Eye’

selection of over 75 local and international channels

Reunion, UEFA Nations League competition starting
in June, he continued.

For more information on this discount offer, visit
www.dstvafrica.com and www.gotvafrica.com or
follow the verified social media pages of DStv Nigeria
and GOtv Nigeria.

UBA Rewards Loyalty as Customers
Win N16.6m in Super Savers Promo

A

frica’s Global Bank, the United Bank for
Africa (UBA) Plc, has rewarded its loyal
customers in the just concluded UBA Super

Savers draw, giving out a total of N16.6m in cash
prizes.

Chibueze Emeka; Ali Isla; Onireti Babatunde Charles
and Ayoola Daniel Oyemomilara.
In the case of the UBA Savings account holders, the
following customers got lucky and were thankful to
the bank for what some of them described as ‘a life

The computerised draw held at the Tony Elumelu

changing opportunity’. They are: Thecular Uchechi

Amphitheatre at the UBA Head Office on Friday, was

Ibekwere; Gabriel Okeke; Yemi C Adeniran;

witnessed by members of the press as well as

Adeniran Rauf Akinade; Samuel Mercy Kumpes; Isah

representatives of the National Lottery Regulatory

Shuaibu; Adewale M Olayiwola; Kingsley C Nnaka;

Commission (NLRC) and the Consumer Protection

Anene Dubem and Ugbede Z Muhammed, with each

Council (CPC).

of them winning N1million

A breakdown of the prizes comprised 12 new

In addition, each of the following five NextGen

millionaires who won a total of N13.2million; 1

account holders; Ramotu Momodu; Oluwatomiwa

person got N500,000; 20 Bumper Account holders

Abigeal Ogunsanu; Iliyasu Abdullahi Abdullahi

smiled home with N100,000 each totalling N2million;

Ibrahim; Emediong Ime Asuquo and Esther Benjamin

10 Savings Account customers were lucky to win

were winners of N15,000 monthly stipend for a

N1million totalling N10million; and 5 NextGen

period of 12 months

customers will get N15,000 per person every month
for a year, totalling N900,000.

When contacted over the phone, one of the winners,
Emediong Asuquo, expressed gratitude to the bank

For the Bumper account draw, Elisha Zari Yusuf, a

for the prize, adding that she was very excited, “I am

UBA Bumper account holder, emerged winner of the

very happy, thank you UBA for this amazing gift. This

N2m prize; Naomi Ogoma Aba, another loyal

is very thoughtful coming from the bank at this time,

customer of the bank won N1.2m; while Veronica

and would go a long way in impacting my life

Misimawu Logbo, was rewarded with N500,000 at

positively. I can only pray that the bank continues to

the draws.

soar,” she said.

The 20 winners of N100,000 each were: Oluchukwu

UBA’s Head, Personal Banking, Ogechi Altraide, who

Philomena Aliuna; Olewu Stella Chinyere; Sola

congratulated all the winners after the draw, said the

Friday Bamidele; Sarafadeen Emitomo Sunkanmi;

bank is all about putting smiles on the faces of its

Jamila Usman; Rabiu Ibrahim Mahammed; Fine

customers, while encouraging them to cultivate the

Ughelli; Anietie Sunday Akaninyi; Gloria Folake Oteji;

culture of savings.

Rabiu Ahmed Imam; Prestige Chukwuemeka Chima;
Ifeanyi Okechukwu; Titilayo Mufutiat Leyeni; Aminat
Abisola Adenusi; Nasir Umar Ismail; Musa Salisu;

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

She said; “At UBA, we are all about encouraging our
customers to imbibe the savings culture, to be able

something for the future. This time around, we have
given away huge prizes as can be seen today; with
the aim of appreciating our customers who believe in
us and have trusted the bank with their funds.”
Altraide encouraged customers who did not win this
time to get set for the next draws which will be
announced shortly. “If you didn’t win today, there are
more opportunities for winning; as UBA has monthly;
quarterly and even targetted draws; and so, I advise
new customers to quickly key in by dialling *919*20
to be qualified to participate,” she stated.
United Bank for Africa Plc is a leading Pan-African
financial institution, offering banking services to
more than twenty-five (25) million customers, across
1,000 business offices and customer touch points in
20 African countries. With presence in New York,
London and Paris, UBA is connecting people and
businesses across Africa through retail, commercial
and corporate banking, innovative cross-border
payments and remittances, trade finance and
ancillary banking services.

to achieve their dreams, while putting away

BrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNG
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Domino’s Decreases the Price of Pizza with the
launch of the Everyday Value Range Pizzas!!

I

n response to the continuous increase in living

Smokey Sausage; the Plantain Suya is a

costs in the country, Domino’s pizza Nigeria

sweet fiery combination of plantain toppings

has redefined “Affordable Enjoyment” with the

and suya spice, while the Smoked Sausage

launch of the Everyday Value Range Pizzas for just

has the sweetness of smoked sausage,

N2500 to help customers afford their weekly pizza

onions, and BBQ sauce. All these wonderful,

fix. This new pizza range is available across all

m o u t h - wat e r i n g f l avo u rs we re m a d e

Domino’s pizza branches nationwide for just

affordable at the price of just N2500! Imagine

N2500 and you can get it in 7 new flavours. This is

having a belly-filling pizza at the price of

pure enjoyment, at a super affordable price, but it

N2500 in this economy! Not only that, but we

is also unsurprising as we know that Domino’s

also know Domino’s is the epitome of awoof

Pizza, the #1 pizza chain in the country, loves to

give ways, and the launch of this exciting new

innovate and gives its customers value for their

Value Range is not an exception. Everyone

money, from local to international flavours, to

can buy any of these flavors at the affordable

different range of pizzas and multiple offerings.

price of N2500, with a FREE Coca-Cola! This

They just recently launched the 20mins delivery

offer is available in ALL their branches

time guarantee, and now they have redefined

nationwide and can be delivered for FREE in

affordable enjoyment with the launch of their new

20mins! Yes, FREE 20mins delivery or they

everyday pizza range.

Domino’s outlet today! What are you waiting for!!

This new pizza range is specially created for all to

Now let us introduce you to some of the new

better enjoy their wonderful pizza moments. It is a

flavors: The Fiery Chic is a super combination of

new size of pizzas in 7 exciting flavors namely:

Chicken Suya, red chilli, and suya spice, word on

Cheese, Fiery Chic, Chickenpie, Fiery Beef,

the streets is that this is the perfect flavor for this

Meatball, Plantain Suya, and Smokey Sausage.

season; same as the Fiery Beef, which is the beef

You can enjoy any of these new flavors across any

variant. They also have the Plantain Suya and the

give a FREE MEDIUM CLASSIC PIZZA
VOUCHER! Domino’s pizza has truly given us an
affordable option to celebrate every moment in
this current economy, so what are you waiting for,
visit a Domino’s pizza outlet today and get a feel of
the Everyday Value Pizza range.

2022 Pitcher Festival Kicks
Off Awards Shortlist Released

T

he 2022 Pitcher Festival of Creativity has

PR and Reputation Management and Integrated

started with the release of the Pitcher

Campaigns; while the Digital category covers

Awards shortlist. The organizers say in-

works in Social Media, Messaging, Apps,

person event will return in 2023, while all

Websites, Novel and devices as well as the

programmes for 2022 will proceed online. The

Integrated Digital campaign, newly introduced

Pitcher Awards entries were judged by 6

t h i s y e a r. T h e G o o d c a t e g o r y i n c l u d e s

independent juries. The 6 jury categories include

subcategories for work done by for Nonprofit

Channel, Craft, Digital, Entertainment, Good and

Organizations, a second subcategory includes

Heritage. The Craft category is new for 2022, but

works done by For-Profit Organizations. Entries in

according to the organizers, the category has

Entertainment were submitted under

performed well, competing favourably with other

Entertainment Film, Live Events, Sports, Comic

categories in terms of number of entries.

Skits, Use of Music and Music Video.

“Overall,” the CEO of CHINI Africa and Chairman

The final of winners of the Pitcher Awards will be

of the festival, Nnamdi Ndu said “we see progress

announced during the Pitcher Awards Show

in terms of quality of entries. It was quite

which will be streamed online by 4pm WAT on 21

heartwarming to hear the jurors say repeatedly,

May 2022.

‘the standards have gone up this year’. We hope
this will be sustained and that African creativity
will begin to get the respect it deserves on the
world stage”.

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

The Heritage category includes entries in Film,

To attend the Pitcher Festival programmes visit

Audio, Print, Design and Outdoor and Activations.

www.pitcherfestival.com

The Channel category includes entries in Use of
Media, Use of Data, Use of Insights and Strategy,

BrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNG
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Unity Bank Yanga Product Positioned to Empower
Underbanked Women Entrepreneurs

D

Akinmade further explained that the Unity Yanga

ivisional Head, Retail, SME Banking and EBusiness, Unity Bank Plc, Mr. Olufunwa

product will play a critical role in boosting financial

Akinmade has explained that the “raison

inclusion and narrowing the underbanked women

d’etre for launching the Bank’s latest retail product

population as the account comes with a unique product

called Yanga is to create a unique product proposition

proposition that includes an easy to operate and free to

aimed at empowering the underbanked women

open a Savings account, with no identification

entrepreneurs in Nigeria”.

required, customized debit card, dedicated sales

Akinmade, who stated this during a chat with the media,

officers.

citing a recent EFInA report, said that “there are 51

He identified other unique features including special

million Nigerian women above 18 years of age, with

banking agents in each market location and quarterly

over 41% of the unbanked. Out of these figures, it is

Seminars at main market locations anchored by Unity
Bank and its alliance partners.

estimated that there are 14-18 million female

“By rolling out this scheme across all geopolitical

entrepreneurs – mainly in the micro SME category”.

regions, Unity bank’s objective is to work assiduously

Recall that Unity Bank launched the women-focused
Yanga account in November 2021 to promote financial

towards reducing the huge numbers of underbanked

inclusion and cater to unbanked women entrepreneurs

women in the country,” he added.
A key part of the Yanga Product experience is (1) micro-

across Nigeria in the MSME space.
Therefore, the new retail product is designed to deepen

more needs to be done and it starts with empowering

its beneficial impact on Micro Small and Medium

them with the right tools to harness this

loans and (2) HMO-offering
The micro-loan would be availed with time-tested Credit
Policies, backed with technology-based credit scoring.

Enterprises, MSMEs operated by women in the mass-

entrepreneurship potential.

market retail space.

“Currently, they face many institutional and cultural

According to Akinmade, “Recent research has shown

hurdles while starting or running their businesses. For

that Nigeria has the highest number of women

instance, a recent report shows that only 22% of female

entrepreneurs in the world, with an estimated 40 million

entrepreneurs have access to finance against 34% of

These would help detect frivolous applications as well
as reduce NPLs.
Yanga is available to all women entrepreneurs
nationwide. The Bank is currently conducting market
activations in strategic locations across the country

SMEs, of whom women constitute approximately 42%.

males.

“These women have proved beyond reasonable doubt

“This is part of why we have introduced Yanga to bridge

with its brand ambassador, popular Nollywood actor,

that they have the capacity to create wealth and

this gap while also narrowing the population of

Sola Sobowale. So far, the Yanga activation train has

contribute productively to the economy. However, a lot

underbanked women entrepreneurs”.

been to Gombe, Akwa Ibom, and Ibadan and is currently
in Lagos and en-route Port Harcourt.

Heirs Oil & Gas (HHOG) Reiterates
Commitment to Global ESG Best Practices
Doubles Gas Production Capacity of OML 17 while Upholding ESG Commitments

H

eirs Oil & Gas, Africa’s integrated

operated this asset. All this gas

energy company has reaffirmed its

goes into the eastern Nigeria

commitment to both national and

domestic gas market to enhance

global environmental, sustainability and

power generation and create the

governance (ESG) best practices in view of its

much-needed feedstock for gas-

upcoming operational 1-year anniversary. An

based industries, sustaining &

important aspect of this commitment is the

creating jobs and improving lives.
O n t h e s o c i a l f ro n t , H H O G

elimination of routine flaring from HHOGs OML

continues to make meaningful

17 by 2025, in compliance with the Nigerian

contributions towards improving

Government ’s routine Flare

the livelihoods of Africans. We

Re d u c t i o n / E l i m i n at i o n go a l a n d g l o b a l

believe that understanding and

greenhouse gas reduction initiatives.

addressing the interests of our

The CEO, Heirs Oil & Gas, Osa Igiehon, in a
comment, laid out the steps being taken by the

(Associated Gas Gathering) compressor uptime

organisation to ensure the implementation of the

improvement, Facility upgrades, provision of

plans to meet the commitment.

gas gathering solutions and Facility off-gas

“Decades of underinvestment in the asset

utilisation initiatives,” he stated.

cannot be corrected in a few months, since

In line with the set objectives, since the

taking over the asset, we have been working

acquisition, HHOG have more than doubled the

arduously on this objective with the execution of

gas production capacity of OML-17 from 50 to

flare reduction projects such as follows: AGG

120 mmscfd within the short period we have

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

host communities is critical for
achieving success in our operations. We
continuously seek opportunities to create a
positive impact through community
infrastructure development and empowerment
initiatives.
As a leading indigenous operator, HHOG
remains committed to making a positive impact
in Nigeria, Africa, and the world at large.

BrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNG
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First Katalyst Marketing Celebrates 10th Anniversary
With Launch of The Marketing Conclave, CSR Initiative

T

o celebrate its tenth year as an impactful

inducted into Nigeria's Marketing Hall of Fame as the

country and the continent such as Guinness/Diageo,

c o n t r i b u t o r t o N i g e r i a ' s m a r ke t i n g

man who pioneered BTL/Experiential Marketing

MTN, Fan Milk/Danone, Kimberly Clarke, PZ,

ecosystem, First Katalyst Marketing, a

practice in West Africa with his Contact Marketing

Lafarge, Godrej, Saro Africa, Chi Limited - A Coca-

Services Ltd set up in 1991.," he said.

Cola Company among others.

He added, "The event will kick off with an exciting

Going back to memory lane when and how the

exhibition of our Clients' Brands before we kick off

agency started a decade ago, Odedina said "We

The event would take place at D'Podium Event

with The Conclave. A long list of distinguished

opened a shop on 1st of June, 2012 and we were at

Centre Aromire, Ikeja, Lagos by 9:00 am.

panelists has been assembled to include Tunji

ground zero. By that I mean no client, no business at

As part of the celebration, the organisation is also

Olugbodi, Steve Babaeko, Emmanuel Agu, Kenny

all. And then we started building up from scratch.

embarking on a charity project in its decision to give

Salami, Tunji Adeyinka, and a host of others. Of

There were sleepless nights for me, my partner,

back to the society. It has also secured the

course, Brand Communicator is our media partner.

Sunday Awoyomi, who is unavoidably absent at

We promise an unforgettable experience."

today's press conference. Our humble beginning

leading Below-the-line agency, is set to mark the
milestone with a thought leadership session tagged
"The Marketing Conclave" holding on June 2, 2022.

permission of the relevant authorities to renovate
the sickbay of the Adeniyi Jones Pry School at Akora,
Lagos as part of its Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR).
The Managing Director of the agency, Soji Odedina,
disclosed these to journalists at a press briefing held
Tuesday, May 24 at its Lagos office.
He said the initiatives are aimed at giving back to
society and the marketing landscape. He added that
it will honour its staff at its award and party slated to
hold June 3.
Odedina explained that the 2022 Marketing Conclave
has "Marketing into the Future" as its theme, and
Professor Chris Ogbechie, Dean of Lagos Business
School is billed as the speaker to deliver the keynote
address. Top executives from both client and agency
sides in the integrated marketing communications
industry will also speak at the event on two different
subthemes; "Advertising Regulations in The Age Of
New Media", and "Below The Line, Above The Line,
Where Is The Line?"
He emphasized that The Marketing Conclave is part
of his agency's contributions to the growth of the
marketing industry and plans are in the pipeline to
make the event an annual memorable event.
Odedina explain further: "The Marketing Conclave is
our 10th-anniversary gift to the marketing
community in Africa. As a platform, it is designed to
bring practitioners together to discuss matters
arising with respect to theory and practice.
"Professor Chris Ogbechie, Dean Lagos Business
School will deliver the 2022 keynote address and be
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At present, First Katalyst Marketing had also evolved

didn't deter us. We remained focused on being the

into a Group over the years, with subsidiaries such

best version of ourselves, on professionalism. We

as FK Digital, Image Target – Outdoor, SSB Africa,

p e rs i s t e d a n d p e rs eve re d d e s p i t e a l l t h e

and FK Foods. Meanwhile, each sister company has

challenges."

its management team and runs on its own steam.

In ten years, the agency has evolved into a

Currently, the agency has a presence in Ghana and

respected player in the industry, winning many

plans to expand to other African countries soon.

notable local and international awards for its

"But today I am Happy to announce that our Ghana

contribution to the growth of the marketing

office is fully operational with Akosa Agbu, a

landscape. Recently, it emerged as the Most

Nigerian with 21 years of experience working in

outstanding Experiential Marketing Agency at

Ghana as an expatriate, as our Country Director. We

Marketing Edge Awards in 2021 and Best BTL

are going to continue our expansion along that

Agency 2021 at Brandcom Awards 2021 while

corridor with a focus on Cote D'Ivoire and

Odedina was awarded the Most Outstanding

Cameroon. Our Clients need our services in those

Experiential Marketing Personality in 2021 amongst

markets."

many others.

It also has manage some of the leading brands in the
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WAR IN UKRAINE:
How Brands are Responding
By Adwin Monoyo

G

does not support or monetise misinformation at this

lobal brands including Coca-

time.

Cola and McDonald’s have now

FMCG giants P&G and Unilever have already said

suspended operations in

they will halt all media and advertising spend in
Russia across their portfolios of brands.

Russia, while three in four advertisers

in March, Unilever released a statement condemning

have reduced or cut ad spend since the

the war in Ukraine as a “brutal and senseless act by

war began.

the Russian state” and CEO Alan Jope confirmed the

The list of companies refusing to trade in Russia is

FMCG giant had suspended all imports and exports

growing by the day. After facing growing criticism

of its products in and out of Russia.

f ro m c o n s u m e r s, m a n y b r a n d s, i n c l u d i n g
McDonald’s and Coca-Cola, have this week
suspended operations in the country and publicly
condemned the attack on Ukraine.
Advertisers are also cutting ad spend in the region. A
poll by the World Federation of Advertisers (WFA) of
31 global brand owners representing $43bn
(£32.7bn) in global ad spend, shows three in four
have reallocated, reduced or cut advertising
investment in Russia since the invasion started.
The WFA is now urging brands to “carefully review
and reconsider” their media and marketing
investments in the country, especially with media

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

outlets that are close to or effectively part of the

“We will not invest any further capital into the

Russian administration. Russian television network

country nor will we profit from our presence in

RT is funded and controlled by the state, for example.

Russia,” Jope said. “We will continue to supply our

“In light of the horrifying events in Ukraine, the global

everyday essential food and hygiene products made

marketing industry must speak out,” says WFA CEO

in Russia to people in the country. We will keep this

Stephan Loerke.

under close review.”

“Every company will have to make its own decision,

Unilever had already paused operations in Ukraine

but our recommendation is that media investment

to focus on the safety of its employees and their

and marketing in Russia should end for now.”

families, donating €5m (£4.1m) of essential products

The WFA says it will continue to work with members

to the humanitarian relief effort.

and partners in the Global Alliance for Responsible

Likewise, P&G has suspended all media and

Media (GARM) to ensure advertising investment

advertising in Russia, as well as discontinuing all

BrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNigeriaBrandessenceNG
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workers in our supply chain as they face significant
challenges and uncertainty ahead,” he explained.
Brands continue to exit
KFC and Pizza Hut owner Yum! Brands, Starbucks,
Heineken, Mothercare, Universal Music Group and
tobacco firm Imperial Brands have also cut ties
with Russia this week.
Yum! is suspending 70 company-owned KFC
restaurants in Russia and is finalising an
capital investments. It is also “significantly

Jon Moeller, P&G’s president and CEO, said: “Our

agreement to suspend all 50 Pizza Hut outlets in

reducing” its product portfolio to focus on basic

hearts go out to all people who endure the

partnership with its master franchisee.

health, hygiene and personal care items and says it

unspeakable human toll of war and we condemn

The company has 1,000 KFC restaurants in Russia,

will “continue to adjust” the scale of its Russian

aggression in any circumstance.”

most of which are run by franchisees. Yum! had

operations as necessary.

P&G suspended its operations in Ukraine to help

already suspended all investment and restaurant

protect its people locally. It is offering evacuation

development.

Brands urged to Suspend Russian

assistance, and financial and logistical support, we

operations
At the same time, global brands including CocaCola and McDonald’s were facing growing criticism

well as providing food, shelter and essential
products to P&G staff in the country.

Burger King owner Restaurant Brands
International (RBI) initially said it was continuing to

Coca-Cola also came under mounting pressure to

for not pulling out of Russia. The hashtags
#BoycottMcDonalds and #BoycottCocaCola were
both trending on Twitter at the beginning of week.
On Tuesday, McDonald’s confirmed it would
temporarily close its 847 restaurants in Russia in
response to the “needless human suffering” taking
place in Ukraine.
CEO Chris Kempczinski described the situation as
“extraordinarily challenging” for a global brand and
said there were many considerations to take into
account. The chain employs 62,000 people in
Russia, who McDonald’s said have “poured their
heart and souls” into the brand, alongside
hundreds of local suppliers and partners. The
chain has operated in the country for more than 30
years.
McDonald’s said it will continue to pay full salaries
for its Ukrainian and Russian employees, and has
donated $5m (£3.8m) to its employee assistance
fund. The company owns most of its outlets in
Russia and combined with Ukraine, these locations
account for around 9% of revenue and about 2% of
global sales, the BBC reports. All the chain’s 108
Ukrainian restaurants are temporarily closed.
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take a stand after previously refusing to pull out of

operate in Russia, but was redirecting all profits to

Russia. Following calls of a boycott, the drinks

humanitarian efforts, with an immediate donation

giant suspended its business in the region and said

of $1m (£761,000) to the United Nations refugee

its “hearts are with the people who are enduring

agency.

unconscionable effects from these tragic events in

However, it has now suspended operations after

Ukraine”.

Ukraine published a list of 50 global brands that

At that stage global brands such as Netflix, Apple,

have continued to operate in Russia despite

Ikea, Levi’s, General Motors and Jaguar Land

mounting pressure to take a stand against the

Rover had already paused operations.

invasion.

PepsiCo said it too would be suspending the sale

Meanwhile, Heineken has stopped the production

of Pepsi and its wider drinks portfolio in Russia.

and sale of its own-brand beer in Russia, while

The company said it would also pause all capital

British babywear chain Mothercare suspended all

investments, advertising and promotional activities

business in the country, including 120 stores and

in the country.

online. Russia accounts for 20-25% of

However, CEO Ramon Laguarta believes PepsiCo

Mothercare’s worldwide retail sales and was

has a “humanitarian” responsibility to continue to

expected to contribute around £500,000 a month to

sell other products in Russia, such as milk, dairy,

group profit.

baby formula and baby food.

Last weekend Inditex, the owner of fashion retailer

“By continuing to operate, we will also continue to

Zara, shut all 502 stores in the country across its

support the livelihoods of our 20,000 Russian

eight brands, including Bershka, Stradivarius and

associates and the 40,000 Russian agricultural

Oysho. H&M, Boohoo and M&S had already made
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more likely to buy from a brand that stops doing
business with Russia.
Overall, 56% of Britons say they are less likely to
buy from a brand that continues doing business in
Russia, although that figure rises among older
consumers, with 65% of those aged 50 to 64 and
67% of those aged over 65 ready to cut out
companies which don’t pull out of Russia. Among
the call to shut their stores.

Despite rivals Zara and H&M pulling out of the

A number of luxury fashion giants also elected to

country, founder of Uniqlo’s parent company Fast

temporarily close their Russian stores, including

Retailing, Tadashi Yanai, told Japan’s Nikkei

LVMH, Hermes, Kering, Chanel and Burberry.

newspaper that while there should “never be war”,

In a LinkedIn post, Chanel said: “Given our

clothing is a “necessity of life”. He added: “The

increasing concerns about the current situation, the

people of Russia have the same right to live as we

growing uncertainty and the complexity to operate,

do.”

Chanel decided to temporarily pause its business in

However, the brand has since made a U-turn on its

Russia.”

decision and yesterday confirmed it would close its

In the financial sector, Visa, Mastercard and PayPal

49 Russian stores.

have all suspended operations in Russia, with

“It has become clear to us that we can no longer

those aged 18 to 24, only a third (33%) say they are
less likely to buy from brands that do business in
Russia.
Initiatives such as donating a portion of income to
humanitarian projects in Ukraine also land well with
UK consumers, with 51% saying they would be more
likely to buy from a company taking such a position.
Meanwhile 26% say it would make no difference,
14% weren’t sure and 5% would be less likely to buy.
Following other brand owners’ pullback in their
services to Russian businesses, Netflix is now
suspending its subscription video-on-demand
service due to the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
according to reports.
The suspension will also include stopping movie
and TV productions, as well as any content
acquisitions in Russia. Reports said it had four
Russian-language series in production and postproduction.
Netflix also recently refused to carry 20 Russian
free-to-air propaganda channels that it was
required to host under Russian law, according to
Variety. One of the channels is Channel One, which
has “close links to the Kremlin,” according to
Politico.
In the same vein, TikTok has also said that its user’s
platform in Russia has been blocked from posting

PayPal citing “violent military aggression in

proceed due to a number of difficulties. Therefore,

and viewing videos.

Ukraine”.

we have decided today to temporarily suspend our

“Given the circumstances on the ground, we have

Visa and Mastercard bank cards issued by Russian

operations,” the brand said.

decided to suspend our service in Russia,” TikTok

banks will continue to operate normally within

“Fast Retailing [Uniqlo’s parent company] is

said.

Russia until they reach their expiry dates. However,

strongly against any acts of hostility. We condemn

Other entertainment companies also pulled back on

cards issued abroad will no longer work at

all forms of aggression that violate human rights

Russian business, with virtually all major movie

businesses or ATMs in Russia. The two businesses

and threaten the peaceful existence of individuals.”

studios halting production including Walt Disney,

control around 90% of credit and debit payments

Last week the company made a $10m (£7.6m)

Warner Bros., Sony, Paramount Pictures and

globally outside China.

donation, plus clothing, to those afflicted by the

Universal Pictures.

Elsewhere, Russia’s biggest smartphone supplier,

conflict, while employees in Europe have been

Netflix, started up in Russia in 2016 and presently

Samsung, is suspending shipments to the country,

helping to deliver clothing to people fleeing

has just one million subscribers in Russia, Overall,

while Activision Blizzard is suspending sales of and

Ukraine.

Netflix has just over 222 million total paid

The decision from Uniqlo comes as a survey of UK

memberships worldwide.

consumers finds 41% would boycott, or have

Netflix had earlier announced that it would suspend

Bowing to Pressure

already boycotted, brands that still do business in

all future projects and acquisitions from Russia,

However, one company that initially refused to bow

Russia.

joining a growing list of companies that have

to pressure from consumers was Uniqlo, which

More than two-thirds (68%) say it is important for

stopped doing business with the country.

stood by its decision to remain trading in Russia.

brands to take a public stance on the conflict,

within its games.

according to the research by YouGov, and 51% are
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How BHM Group is Leading
the Future of PR in Africa
By Adejoke Folayan

W

With an expected GDP growth of 3.8% in 2022, the

revolutionary. Before its launch,

Sub-Saharan region is expected to attract more

there was no proper documentation

investors. Although South Africa, Nigeria, and

the media and the new consumer class. 2020 and

hen BHM launched the

2021 saw the rise of the influencer, the demand for

Nigeria PR Report on

socially responsible brands, an ever-growing tech-

January 29, 2016, it was

space, and a very young middle-working class.

Angola make up about half of sub-Saharan

on the innovation and trends in the

Africa’s GDP, Rwanda, Ivory Coast, Ghana, and

Nigerian PR & Communications

Seychelles are expected to see well above the

industry. The report is now an

3.8% growth projected.
Data in Africa is not timely, is of poor quality, and is

authoritative voice in PR

fairly accurate. This makes it dif ficult for

measurement and evaluation, supporting

practitioners to make data-driven decisions, since

practitioners in Nigeria in navigating their

individual agencies that might have a bias in the
results usually provide the data. Also, these case

careers and the industry.

studies are conducted for brands and campaigns

Five years after the launch of the first Nigerian PR

and may not be applicable in other situations.

Report, BHM Group is expanding the report to

BHM’s report will assist industry practitioners in

cover the entire African continent. According to

making decisions that are not just data-driven but

the group, it aspires to create a report with an indepth grasp of the continent ’s business,
technology, commercial, and communications
landscape.
There is a need for an African PR Report because,
despite the growth of the African public relations
industry, there is no report that assesses how it
has shaped consumer and social behaviour on the
continent. Most practitioners have to resort to
individual case studies for brands and campaigns
that are not objective.

also objective.
Public Relations sector. Although Africa accounts

BHM Group is expected to partner with top

for 12.5% of the world’s population, it produces

agencies across the continent in creating the

less than 1% of global research output.

report, so the outcome is expected to be clear,

The new African PR report will be released in July

concise, and authoritative. Also, given the current

2022. It will provide an avenue for African

state of the industry, it will quickly become an

practitioners to accurately track, measure, and

authoritative voice, providing insights into the

evaluate the growth of the African marketing

African ecosystem and competing with its

communications industry.

counterparts across the world.

The continent has caught up to the rest of the

Adejoke Folayan is a writer, and PR & Comms

world due to the pandemic. This is most evident in

Associate living in Lagos, Nigeria

The lack of proper reports is not unique to the
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Mobility Fintech Moove secures $105m
to Scale its Vehicle Financing Business Globally

M

oove, a Nigerian automobile financing

startup and Uber’s exclusive vehicle

supply partner in Africa, on Monday,

said it has raised $105 million in equity and debt to
power a global expansion.
Existing investors Speedinvest, Left Lane Capital,
and the latest.ventures led the Series A2 round*,
which Moove says was oversubscribed, with
participation from new investors including
AfricInvest, MUFG Innovation Partners, Latitude,
and Kreos Capital.
Launched in 2020 by Ladi Delano and Jide Odunsi,
Moove provides mobility entrepreneurs with
access to revenue-based financing in markets
where there’s low access to credit. Its customers,
who are typically ride-hailing drivers, can
purchase brand new vehicles using a percentage
of their weekly revenue.

emerging markets”.

The mobility space in emerging markets is often

Moove is currently present in six African cities

“Having surpassed over 3 million trips in Moove-

highly fragmented and informal. Also, insufficient

including Lagos, Ibadan, Accra, Johanessburg,

financed vehicles across Africa, we’re now

purchasing power among middle-class citizens

Cape Town, and Nairobi, and claims its financed

leading this growing category within fintech,” Co-

coupled with limited or no access to vehicle

vehicles have completed over 3 million rides

CEO Delano says on Moove’s planned expansion in

financing often put cars out of reach for the

covering more than 25 million kilometers.

a statement. “But there are still millions of budding

majority of populations in these countries.

The latest fundraising round, which comes almost

mobility entrepreneurs in emerging markets

With its revenue-based financing model, Moove is

7 months after Moove’s $23 million Series A, a

across the world who have limited or no access to

addressing this problem albeit for a segment of the

month after a $10 million debt financing round, and

vehicle financing.”

population: mobility entrepreneurs.

seed-stage funding from Future Africa in 2019,

Delano believes with the new fundraising, Moove is

In addition to scaling globally, the startup plans to

brings total investments raised by the startup to

“well-positioned and well funded to help solve this

expand its partnerships and vehicle classes to

$174.5 million.

global problem.”

include cars, trucks, bikes, three-wheelers, and

With the new investment, Moove plans to expand

More so, the Moove model can be applied

buses.

its vehicle financing model to 7 new markets

anywhere in the world, according to Co-CEO

*According to Moove, the Series A2 is a new priced

across Asia, the Middle East and North Africa

Odunsi. “That’s why we’re excited to be expanding

round consisting primarily of existing investors,

(MENA), and Europe over the next six months, to

to new emerging markets in Asia and the MENA

with three new investors joining. The $105m is

“meet the needs of mobility entrepreneurs in other

region.”

entirely fresh capital to the business.
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ENTERTAINMENT

TECNOXNIGERIANIDOL:
How TECNO and Nigerian Idol
Gave Nigerians First Class Entertainment

N

umber one smartphone brand in Nigeria TECNO, was the official smartphone partner for the

just concluded Nigerian Idol season 7. The reality show gave fans so much love, as fans and

participants alike had immense fun at the TECNO booth. Catch the glimpse of the creative,

colorful and musically inclined TECNO booth lightened up by fans of the brand and the showpiece..
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Hennessy Collaborates with OsaSeven
to Revitalise Basketball Court in Festac

T

diverse spectrum of art that appeals to human

he world’s bestselling cognac, Hennessy is

proud to introduce ‘In the Paint’ to FESTAC,

emotions as mediums of expression; contemporary art,

Nigeria – a unique artistic initiative that brings

abstract art, tribal designs, iconic images, scenic
images, and brand designs.

the Never Stop Never Settle spirit of the brand to local

Osa’s contribution and dedication to contemporary art

communities through basketball and art.

in Africa are well recognized across the continent, in

Deeply rooted in urban culture, Hennessy’s ambition is
to inspire and bring communities together. To celebrate

2016, he was nominated in the Arts & Culture Category

these values, Hennessy has collaborated with

Of The Future Awards Africa. Globally,

Osa was

renowned Nigerian Visual artist, OsaSeven to revitalize

commissioned by Hennessy in 2019 to be the first

Park 23 basketball court on 23 road, FESTAC town – a

African Artist to create art for the Very Special Cognac

court he played on as a kid 20 years ago. The

in celebration of the Hennessy Artistry’s 10th
anniversary in Nigeria.

collaboration demonstrates Hennessy’s long-standing

Osa’s achievements cannot be understated. His long-

commitment towards supporting talented artists who

time passion to create an impact and determination to

embody the brand’s ethos of Never Stop Never Settle,

change the perception of street art have deeply

continuing a decade of meaningful artistic

influenced the lives of many like him and the status quo.

collaborations.
“In The Paint is part of a global series of artistic

His influences in the African Art Scene picked the

collaborations anchored on the role basketball plays

About Hennessy

interest of CNN’s African Voices, where Osa was

within community, with the first initiative having

The leader in Cognac, the Maison Hennessy has shined

accredited for his philanthropy and unique gift. Since

launched in Montreal, Canada in 2021,” says Oluwole

around the world with its exceptional blends for more

then, he has also been featured on BBC, Reuters, Super

Awoleke, Marketing Manager Nigeria. “We’re excited to

than 250 years. Built on founder Richard Hennessy’s

Sports, and other prestigious media houses.

reveal the results of this synergy with Osa Seven – for

spirit of conquest, the brand is present in more than 160

Passionate about people and social impact, Osa is the

Hennessy it’s always been about moving beyond the

countries. Based in the heart of the Charente region,

co-founder of Socially Africa, an NGO that allows him

lines. Hennessy is more than a cognac and this project

Hennessy is also a steadfast pillar of the regional

and many others to give back to society.

is a testament to the fact that Hennessy continues to be

economy, the standard-bearer for a sector rich in

the brand that enables the true spirit of community

expertise. The House’s success and longevity are

About the NBA

through the In the Paint initiative”.

rooted in the excellence of its cognacs, each of which is

The NBA is a global sports and media business built

Blending urban culture and cognac, the court design

born of a unique process of transmission from

around four professional sports leagues: the National

draws inspiration from the diverse cultures in Nigeria,

generation to generation. The first wine and spirits

Basketball Association, the Women’s National

while also celebrating heritage, unending creativity,

house to be certified ISO 14001, Hennessy unites its

Basketball Association, the NBA G League and the NBA

and innovation.

capacity for innovation and the support of all of its

2K League. The NBA has established a major

On the court, OsaSeven, shows the iconic “Bras Armé”

partners to protect this exceptional area.

international presence with games and programming
available in 215 countries and territories in more than

symbol that is synonymous with Hennessy placed in the

As the crown jewel of the LVMH Group, Hennessy is a

middle of the design, an elaborate display of the Benin

major contributor to French international trade, with

50 languages, and merchandise for sale in more than

Ivory mask which is used as the FESTAC official logo

99% of production sold in export, and a worldwide

100,000 stores in 100 countries on six continents. NBA

and a symbol of heritage. The choice of curved patterns

ambassador for the French art de Vivre.

rosters at the start of the 2020-21 season featured 107

break of dawn, which re-emphasizes the resilient

About OsaSeven

assets include NBA TV, NBA.com, the NBA App and

attitude of Nigerians which fits perfectly into

Osadolor Okunpolor aka Osa Seven is a world-

NBA League Pass. The NBA has created one of the

international players from 41 countries. NBA Digital’s

and colours depicts clouds heavy with rain before the

Hennessy’s DNA

renowned Urban GFX and Graffiti Artist. Osa’s

largest social media communities in the world, with 1.9

According to OsaSeven, ‘This Artwork which is made

synonymy with meticulousness is well-lauded across

billion likes and followers globally across all league,

up of bold curve patterns, colours and the Benin Queen

the art and branding industry and his brilliance is

team, and player platforms. Through NBA Cares, the

bronze head represents the point where yesterday and

impeccably evident in his work. His professionalism is

league addresses important social issues by working

tomorrow meets… today “

deeply rooted in his over a decade worth of experience

with internationally recognized youth-serving

The Park 23 court will open its doors to the public on the

working in brand communications and his educational

organizations that support education, youth and family

18th of May 2022. To learn more about the initiative, visit

background in Visual Communication from the

development, and health-related causes.

Hennessy.com or @HennessyNigeria on Facebook.

University of Lagos.
Passionate about storytelling, Osa Seven uses a
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BRAND CAMPAIGN

Infinix Launches All-New Show Stopping
NOTE 12 Series with Ultra-Fast Charging

I

nfinix has rolled out its all-new NOTE 12 Series that

includes high-performance variants with the

thinnest 120W Hyper Charge design, a sleek 6.7”

FHD+ Super Light AMOLED display with 120Hz refresh
rate, 108MP Cinematic Triple Camera and more. The
series includes two variants – the NOTE 12 VIP, NOTE 12
G96 that offer well rounded, innovative performance
features such as aerospace-grade ultra-thin glass fiber,
up to 5GB of extended random access memory (RAM)
and 103 charging and battery protections that keep
users’ devices charged up safely whenever they need
them.
“Infinix is creating a new standard for high-quality
smartphone performance and design with its new NOTE
12 Series, which embodies impeccable form and
function.” shared Vento Lin, Product Manager of NOTE
Series at Infinix Mobility. “This series packs quickcharging power and strong chipsets into an iconic

Light AMOLED display that provides users with a crisp

that yields super-fast data bandwidth.

design that is perfect for emerging professionals who

screen packed with crucial image features such as 100%

Infinix expands the NOTE 12 VIP, NOTE 12 G96’s 8GB

need a light, flexible and high-performance device.”

DCI-P3 color gamut, 10-bit color depth with over 1 billion

memory to 13GB by integrating RAM and ROM to provide

The Future of Fast Charging

colors and great contrast ratios. The AMOLED display

users with up to 5GB extended RAM. This improves the

The NOTE 12 VIP is the thinnest smartphone equipped

features a flexible screen that enables a stunningly

smartphone’s processing speed and accelerates

with 120W ultra-fast hyper charging speeds, making this

capable 3.1mm narrow lower bezel and a 93.1% screen

performance when users are using their smartphone to

lightweight smartphone more portable than ever while

to body ratio with stronger screen impact resistance.

multi-task with various functions and tasks delivering

staying powered all day long.

The display also provides users with a silky-smooth

extra power when it’s needed.

Infinix integrated the NOTE 12 VIP smartphone with

visual experience with a sharp 120Hz ultra-refresh rate

Additional key features:

120W Hyper Charge and a 4500mAh battery to give

and 360Hz touch sampling that instantly synchronizes

! Dual Speakers with DTS: The NOTE 12 Series creates a

users maximized battery capacity and supersonic

with every swipe. Additionally, a low blue light eye

powerful 360-degree surround sound with enhanced

charging speeds that power up the device from 0% to

comfort certification, accredited by TÜV Rheinland, the

audio.

100% battery power in just 17-minutes. To help achieve

NOTE 12 VIP allows users to enjoy hours of use with less

! Graphene Cooling System: The NOTE 12 VIP has 9-

fast-charging capabilities, Infinix incorporated a dual-

eye fatigue.

Layer Colling System with graphene and Vapor-

charge pump and dual-cell battery. This enables the

Users can also experience immersive visuals with the

Chamber Liquid Cooling for up to 15-degrees Celsius

NOTE 12 VIP to adjust the voltage and amperage to the

NOTE 12 G96’s 6.7” FHD+ True Color AMOLED display

reduction in core temperature. Additionally, the NOTE

optimal ratio, as well as double the available input.

that yields crystal clear brightness even in broad

12 G96 is equipped with a 10-Layered Graphene Cooling

Keeping ultra-fast charging safe, the smartphone

daylight offering a range of flexible options for different

system.

includes 103 charging and battery protection features,

consumers.

! Linear Motor Tactile Systems: The NOTE 12 VIP

which span the entire charging cycle for the charger,

Capture Fantastic Photos

integrates a Dual X-axis Linear Motor Tactile System

circuit and battery. On top of the all-encompassing

The NOTE 12 VIP smartphone’s 108MP Cinematic Triple

giving users a completely new touch experience while

projection features, the NOTE 12 VIP also has 18 thermal

Camera, consists of a 13MP Ultra-wide angle lens and a

gaming. Meanwhile, the NOTE 12 G96 boasts a Linear

sensors to monitor the device’s temperature in real-time

Depth lens with Laser Detection Auto Focus that shoots

Motor Tactile System that simulates shorter and crisper

to ensure that the smartphone charging is always safe.

fantastic photos. The camera incorporates a large

vibrations while gaming.

Enhancing the charging benefits even further, the NOTE

1/1.67-inch sensor with a 12000×9000 ultra-high

! Infinix’s Dar-Link 2.0: The software improves image

12 VIP uses platinum superconducting material that

resolution. It supports 9-in-1 pixel binning, producing

stability based on an AI algorithm, while simultaneously

increases the corrosion resistance of the charging

large 1.92μm pixels that take in more light for maximum

reducing device temperature for an immersive gaming

cable for great charging material longevity.

detail. The addition of Laser Detection Auto Focus also

experience.

effectively improves the phone’s focus in low light

! XOS 10.6 Software: The NOTE 12 Series features new

By combining all of these beneficial features, the NOTE
12 VIP’s charge cycle counts up to 800 with up to 85%

conditions.

XOS 10.6 software based on Android 12, which includes

battery capacity retained. Additionally, the NOTE 12

The NOTE 12 G96 is equipped with a 50MP Ultra Night

new features such as Storage Optimizer, Lightning Multi-

VIP’s 120W Hyper Charge is certified by the TüV

Camera with a depth and AI lens. All devices in the NOTE

Window, Privacy Guardian and more. Additionally, the

Rheinland Safe Fast-Charge System certification, which

12 lineup feature a 16MP selfie camera for the perfect

NOTE 12 VIP supports Folax AI voice assistant adding

proves its reliability and longevity when charging daily.

selfie.

quality of life improvements.

All the Speed & Power You Need

Pricing and Availability

The MediaTek Helio G96 Ultra Gaming Processor

The NOTE 12 VIP will be available in Cayenne Grey and

Breathtaking Design Language
The NOTE 12 VIP boasts a stylish and sophisticated
design wrapped with high-performance features to
create the ideal smartphone. The device is the first to
utilize aerospace-grade ultra-thin glass fiber material
with the texture of glass and the strength of carbon
fiber. The material gives the NOTE 12 VIP feather-light
proportions and a 7.89mm ultra-sleek design that
weighs only 199 grams.
Encased in this next-level design is a 6.7”. FHD+ Super

B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

provides more speed and power to the NOTE 12 G96 and

Force Black in 256GB; the NOTE 12 G96 will be available

NOTE 12 VIP. The octa-core processer incorporates two

in Sapphire Blue, Force Black and Snowfall in 128GB

powerful Arm Cortex-A76 processors cores clocked up

and 256GB. The NOTE 12 VIP will cost N199,900 and the

to 2.05GHz and Arm Mali G57 GPU that works in tandem

cost of NOTE 12 G96 is N132,100.

to harness next-level intelligence for groundbreaking
performance. This is paired with fast 2133MHz

For more details visit: http://www.infinixmobility.com/

LPDDR4X memory and turbo-charged UFS 2.2 storage
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AboutBrandessence
Brandessence is a knowledge base promotional
magazine that collaborate brands and consumers together
by providing information about brands through promotional
content, campaigns, advert, events and interviews.
Our goal is to connect brands with customers.
Our philosophy is to strategically connect the best,

Edoko Launches Innovative e-commerce
Platform in Nigeria, Giving Nigerians
Access to Leading Global Online Retailers

upcoming and most respected brands to the customer in a

T

way that is targeted, relevant and effective.

o serve the growing needs of He noted that before now, shopping online

N i g e r i a n c o n s u m e r s , a n e w from reputable UK and U.S. stores was

Distribution: Lagos, Ibadan, Ogun, Port Harcourt, Benin,

ecommerce platform Edoko has highly challenging because of the constant

Abeokuta, Bayelsa, Aba, Owerri, Abuja, Onitsha, Benin,
Warri, Jos etc.

launched in Nigeria giving millions of denial of Nigerian payment sources,

Distribution Channel through our Free Direct
Distribution Strategy:

Nigerians unprecedented access to coupled with the rebuff of Most stores to

Distribution Methods – Direct Distribution/Placement to

purchase from major global retailers across ship directly to Nigerian Markets.

youth. Distributed to strategic opinion leaders, brand
owners, young executives and industry leaders, Eateries,

the world in local currency with no But through the application that could be

Airports, Hospitals, Universities, Private Cabs, BRT buses,

restrictions on payment or delivery hassles.

Dispatch Riders, Hotels, Bars, Beer Parlours, Street

downloaded on apple store and google
playstore, he said Nigerian buyers could

Guerilla Distribution, etc. It is readily available at all
prime magazine stores (Silverbird, The Hub Media Store,

The online platform is on a mission to now shop from stores in the UK and the U.S.

Domino Stores, Terra Kulture, Ikeja Mall, Shoprite, YSG

eliminate fragmentation within the e- such as Amazon, E-bay, and have their items

Hub).
Traditional Channels: Strong Street Marketing. Street

commerce product payment ecosystem, delivered anywhere within the Country.

Vendors & News Stands placement (Magazine for news

a n d l o o ks t o b re a k t h e b a r r i e rs t o A further advantage to shopping with Edoko

enthusiasts)

international commerce by addressing the is the elimination of needless extra shipping

Brandessence is published monthly (Online & Print) by

needs of foreign exchange and global ch a rge s. G o n e a re t h e d ays w h e re

3BrothersMedia.

shipping.On Edoko, customers have no customers would depend on the good will or

© 2022 All rights reserved. Reproduction of this magazine
in whole or part is prohibited.

spending limit, and have all local payment convenience of family and friends coming
options, as well as doorstep delivery.

ISSN: 2276-9668

into the country to get their purchased items

Office: Plot 1436, Sanusi Fafunwa Street, Victoria Island,

Founder of Edoko, Kelechi Idoko, said the delivered to them; or even having to deal

Lagos, Nigeria

platform was established based on the need with the challenges relating to purchases

Tel: +234 803 043 5456, 0809 050 0212
Email: info@brandessencenigeria.com

to provide a convenient, seamless, efficient getting shipped to the wrong locations from

Website: www.brandessencenigeria.com

and secure way for Nigerians to shop where retrieval becomes an issue. Edoko is

All editorial content in this supplement is owned or

directly from their favorite international a safer, cheaper and the perfect alternative.

exclusively licensed by Brandessence and may not be
reproduced in any format without prior permission.

stores without stress.

Edoko is keen on driving e-commerce

Kelechi said that the platform would allow growth, and giving Nigerian shoppers
All correspondence to info@brandessencenigeria.com

FORADVERTPLACEMENTCALL
08030435456,08090500212
B R A N D E S S E N C E M A G A Z I N E

Nigerian shoppers to buy online in Naira, unprecedented access to their favourite
without having to worry about payment or global brands at the tip of their fingers.
any logistics hassles.

Special features & surveys: Would you like us to promote your products & services on Brandessence? Contact us on 08030435456 or
info@brandessencenigeria.com Note: The product that maintains the highest brand awareness compared to its competitors will usually
get the most sales. Brand Awareness = Higher sales.
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